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Abstract—Continuous queries over data streams have been used in many applications. They incrementally produce their query results according to data arrival and time progress. However, existing continuous query languages strongly assume that all information sources to be accessed by queries are explicitly specified and permanently fixed. There are more sophisticated requirements such as changing information sources and rewriting filter conditions during query execution. This paper proposes a dynamic query modification scheme for continuous queries. Our continuous query language treats not only stream data from information sources, but also metadata of the information sources and queries themselves. Internally, a continuous query is represented as a dataflow, which is an RDF graph of operators. Thus, modifying a continuous query can be regarded as rewriting the corresponding RDF graph. Searching information sources which satisfy the conditions can be also regarded as searching RDF graphs describing metadata of information sources. Our scheme achieves both continuous searching information sources and rewriting dataflows.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The number of stream-based information sources such as sensors and cameras is increasing. Query processing on stream data has become one of important research issues. Thus, Data Stream Management Systems (DSMSs) have been developed. However, continuous queries are repeatedly evaluated. According to data arrival and time progress, a DSMS produces query results incrementally. Once a query is posed to a DSMS, its query processing is continued until the owned unregister the query explicitly. Continuous queries have much longer lifetimes than conventional queries in DBMSs.

The query processing scheme in DSMSs is called continuous query [10], [11]. Since stream data are continuously produced, continuous queries are repeatedly evaluated. According to data arrival and time progress, a DSMS produces query results incrementally. Once a query is posed to a DSMS, its query processing is continued until the owned unregister it explicitly. Continuous queries have much longer lifetimes than conventional queries in DBMSs.

During execution of continuous queries, the real-world changes dynamically. Statistics of data, arrival rates of data, available computational resources (CPU load), and available network bandwidth may change over time. How to detect changes in the environment and how to adapt DSMSs to the changes have been studied [12], [13], [14], [15], [16], [17].

However, the previous work does not consider that user requirements may also change during query execution. Existing continuous query languages strongly assume that all information sources to be accessed by queries are explicitly specified and permanently fixed. For example, a user would like to get stream data from the nearest information sources according to user’s location. This means that we cannot specify an information source to be accessed. The continuous query should be dynamically rewritten based on the user’s location. To deal with above situation in existing continuous query languages, we have to interrupt query execution and manually rewrite the query. It is inconvenient when changes occur frequently.

Therefore, we propose flexible query specification scheme that allow dynamic modification of continuous queries. Our continuous query language treats not only stream data from information sources, but also metadata of the information sources and queries themselves. Internally, a continuous query is represented as a dataflow, which is an RDF (Resource Description Framework [18]) graph of operators. Thus, modifying a continuous query can be regarded as rewriting the corresponding RDF graph. We also use RDF graphs to express metadata of information sources. Searching information sources which satisfy the conditions can be also regarded as searching RDF graphs describing metadata of information sources. Our scheme achieves both continuously searching information sources and rewriting dataflows.

We summarize the contributions of this paper:

1) we point out a limitation of existing continuous query languages.
2) we propose a new query specification scheme with dynamic modification for continuous queries.

The remaining part of this paper is organized as follows: Section II presents an example scenario. Section III describes a data stream management system we assume in this paper. Section IV proposes our query modification scheme. Section VI introduces related work. Section VII concludes this paper.

II. EXAMPLE SCENARIO

To illustrate our objective, we show an example scenario. Here, we suppose a kind of moving object tracking (Figure 1). A person to be monitored (the tracking target) freely moves in the two dimensional space. The position of the tracking target is detected by GPS and provided as stream data. Multiple network cameras are located in the space. These cameras
provide live video streams via network when we access them. We assume that a location of each camera and its schema are known.

An example requirement in this environment is “a user would like to receive video data from cameras which are located near the tracking target (distance between the tracking target and a camera is less than 10).” Since a camera to be accessed depends on the current position of the tracking target, we cannot specify an information source in advance.

In the existing continuous query languages, there are two approaches to achieve this requirement.

1) **Rewriting queries**: When the current position of the tracking target is notified, we can identify cameras near the tracking target. A new continuous query is generated by using the name of the camera. However, according to movement of the tracking target, we need to interrupt execution of the query and rewrite the query again.

2) **Union of all video streams**: Union operator enables us to assemble one stream including video data from all cameras. However, this approach consumes much computational resources and network bandwidth, because it needs to collect all data from information sources.

The existing continuous query languages are originated from the query languages in DBMS such as SQL. In SQL, there is a strong assumption that a user has enough knowledge about relations to be accessed. A FROM clause in an SQL query should be fixed during query execution. The existing continuous query languages still keep this assumption. This is the cause of the above limitation.

### A. Requirement Analysis

To cope with above requirement, a DSMS should perform the following steps.

1) The DSMS obtains position data of the tracking target from GPS stream.
2) The DSMS finds a camera \( C_{\text{near}} \) which is close to the tracking target. It computes distance between the tracking target and camera. We need to provide a position of each camera.

3) Once a camera to be accessed is found, we can construct a dataflow to handle the video stream from the camera. The DSMS establishes a connection to the camera. We need to provide an IP address and an access method (URL) for the camera \( C_{\text{near}} \).
4) The DSMS receives video data from camera \( C_{\text{near}} \). We need to provide a schema information of \( C_{\text{near}}(A_1, \ldots, A_n) \). Video data are also processed by continuous queries in the DSMS.
5) The DSMS closes a connection to a camera, when the camera becomes no longer close to the tracking target.

We need to provide camera’s metadata such as position, IP address, access method and so on.

### III. DSMS ARCHITECTURE FOR DYNAMIC MODIFICATION

In this section, we describe an architecture of DSMS in this paper. We assume that data stream provided from information sources are based on relational model. Each data item is represented as a tuple. From Section II-A, metadata handling is also needed. In our proposal, we employ RDF [18] format to represent metadata. We achieve a mechanism which can integrate relational stream and metadata.

#### A. Architecture

Figure 2 shows an architecture of the DSMS we propose. It consists of the following components:

- **Query Parser**: A user specifies his requirement as a continuous query. Our query language is explained in Section IV. A continuous query is analyzed by Query parser and converted into a dataflow. A dataflow is a graph of operators. It is registered into both Executor and Graph store.
- **Executor**: Executor processes stream data. When a new tuple is obtained, Executor applies operators to the tuple according to registered dataflows. In this paper, we consider basic relational operators
- **Wrapper**: A wrapper is a component to receive tuples from an information sources. By wrapper, the data format of the information source is converted into relational stream. A type of wrappers should be chosen based on the access method of the information source.
- **Wrapper Manager**: An instance of wrappers is created/deleted by Wrapper Manager.
- **Graph store**: Graph store manages RDF graphs. Metadata of information sources and dataflows are stored.

#### B. Metadata of information sources

Metadata of information sources are represented as RDF graphs. Figure 3 shows an example of metadata describing information sources. A data item in RDF graph is a triple (subject, predicate, object). In the figure, subjects and objects are expressed by nodes. Predicates are expressed by edges. \( Camera1 \) is an instance of InformationSource. It has two attributes \( Camera1.A1 \) and \( Camera1.A2 \). The data type of \( Camera1.A2 \) is video data.
C. Metadata of dataflow

A continuous query written in our query language (Section IV) is converted into a dataflow by Query Parser. A dataflow is a directed-acyclic-graph (DAG) of operators. It is also represented as a RDF graph.

Figure 4 shows an example of metadata describing a dataflow. This dataflow includes two operators: root and selection. A selection reads tuples from Camera1. By rewriting a RDF graph, we can modify the corresponding dataflow. Suppose we would like to access Camera2 instead of Camera1. In this case, we add an edge from Camera2 to the selection, and remove the edge from Camera1 to the selection.

IV. QUERY SPECIFICATION

Based on the requirement analysis in Section II-A, our query specification scheme needs to provide the following functions (Figure 5):

- Metadata search: In the example, the DSMS finds cameras which are close to the tracking target. Generally, we need to retrieve RDF graphs.
- Handling both stream data and RDF graphs: A DSMS must treat both relational stream and metadata. In the example, the position of the tracking target is converted into a filter condition for metadata of information sources. A dataflow to process video data is constructed from metadata of cameras. We need bidirectional conversion from relational stream to metadata and vice versa.
- Manipulating dataflows in the query language: Since information sources to be accessed change dynamically, we cannot write the name of information source directly. We should provide variables which are dynamically replaced with actual source name and column name.
- Dynamic connection establishment to sources: DSMS has to dynamically establish connections to information sources by using metadata of the information sources.

The proposed query language is based on a hybrid of CQL [11] and SPARQL [19]. CQL-like queries are for stream data, and SPARQL-like queries are for RDF graphs.

Figure 6 is an example query corresponding to the example scenario. SELECT-FROM clauses in Line 4-5 follow the CQL syntax. They specify stream processing for video data from cameras. ?camera and ?video are metadata variables, whose actual values are continuously obtained by evaluating the following METADATA clause. Expressions in a META-

DATA clause follow the SPARQL syntax (Line 7-15). They specify how to find information sources which satisfy the conditions. ns : informationSource is a RDF object which corresponds to the class of information sources in the DSMS. ns : location.X and ns : location.Y are RDF predicates for position coordinates of the tracking target. A VALUES clause in Line 16 is an extension of SPARQL syntax. This clause controls binding between metadata variables and intermediate result of stream processing. Metadata variables ?tx and ?ty are replaced with a coordinate (x, y) from GPS stream (specified in Line 17-18).

A. Evaluation of queries

Evaluation of the example query is illustrated in Figure 7. When a new data item arrives from GPS stream, values of ?tx and ?ty are updated. Then, metadata search is performed. The result of metadata search is bound to variables ?camera and ?video. Changing values of ?camera and ?video means information sources to be accessed change. The DSMS establishes a connection to the new information sources. After that, the DSMS starts to receive video data and applies operators to the video data.

V. DYNAMIC CONNECTION MANAGEMENT

The DSMS establishes a connection to an information source according to intermediate result of metadata search. It continuously monitors changes in the result of metadata search. When it detects changes, Wrapper Manager in the DSMS creates a new instance of Wrapper.

As described in Section III-B, an access method for each information source is also included in metadata. By retrieving the access method of the information source, Wrapper Manager
determines the Java class fitting to the information source. An instance of wrapper establishes a connection to the information source.

VI. RELATED WORK

Many Data Stream Management Systems and continuous query languages are proposed in the previous work. The existing continuous query languages are classified into two categories: declarative approach and dataflow approach.

SQL-like declarative query languages are applicable to relational streams (infinite sequence of tuple). CQL [11] is one of major declarative continuous query languages. It provides three types of operators, stream-to-relation, relation-to-relation, relation-to-stream. A sliding-window is a stream-to-relation operator. It gets a finite set of tuples from stream. Relation-to-relation operators are traditional relational operators such as selection and join. I-stream, D-stream, and R-stream are relation-to-stream operators, which are used to obtain differences from the result produced in the previous evaluation. A part of our query language is based on CQL syntax.

VII. CONCLUSION

This paper pointed out the limitation of existing continuous query languages. Most continuous query languages are originated from query language in database systems. They do not consider that information sources accessed by queries may change dynamically. To avoid the problem, this paper proposed dynamic modification scheme for continuous queries. It can handle both RDF graph and stream data. Its syntax is a hybrid of CQL and SPARQL. By using metadata, our DSMS can establish connections to information sources to be accessed.

We have been developing a prototype system. Performance evaluation is one of future research issues.
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